
So who is aware of the new proposals for the tennis courts in the top park? 

They basically want to make it a paid membership court only, with a fob for access. 

How does this help the community and open up sports for our children!!!!!! 

I will be emailing park@thehill.org.uk to raise my concerns. Please feel free to do the same. The 

meeting was yesterday but I only heard about this in the morning and had to work, its not too late to 

raise concerns but it could be in the future!!! 

London Borough of Lewisham is working with the Lawn Tennis Association to upgrade park tennis 

facilities in the borough and protect them for future generations. The first phase proposal is to work 

with 5 parks across the borough and where necessary resurface courts – we are currently submitting 

capital funding bids to this end. These sites would also be our prime focus for funding development 

activities. 

In order to ensure that courts are maintained to a high quality and repaired going forward, the 

proposal is also to introduce a membership scheme. This would involve an annual fee (in the region 

of £30) which would then allow free booking of courts via an online platform. Access to the courts 

would be via a fob or keypad system. All funds raised would go into a sinking fund which would be 

used to pay for any future capital expenditure and potentially fund tennis development activities. It’s 

worth noting that Glendale can already charge for hiring tennis courts but so far has chosen not to 

do this. 

Angie Somerside There was an earlier post on this which made it sound quite positive. Maybe needs 

further looking into. I've sat there many times waiting for people to finish who go way past an hour 

so something needs to change. 

v8 June at 10:40 

 

Stephanie Flower Yes but not this!!! How does this open up sport for kids? 

8 June at 10:41 

 

Stephanie Flower Fob access will see the fences pulled down on a regular basis!! 

8 June at 10:42 

 

Stephanie Flower I always ask people how long they have left when I arrive and keep them to the 

time. 

28 June at 10:43 

 

Chris Bedson Privatisation 
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8 June at 10:45 

 

Jacqui Shimidzu Yes heard about it last night but couldn't say at the meeting. Apparently it costs the 

council 2.5 K a year to maintain which seems an awful lot? But as we all know they are under so 

much pressure from the cuts they are looking to save money anywhere they can. 

I totally disagree with charging as will stop adults and kids just having an impromptu knock about. I 

think it's fantastic to have it open and free and is well used. 

8 June at 10:46 

 

Jacqui Shimidzu Meant could stay at the meeting 

8 June at 10:47 

 

Stephanie Flower email email email :) 

8 June at 10:47 

 

Stephanie Flower Maybe we will have to a community fob!!!! Chain one next to the court!! lol!!! 

8 June at 10:54 

 

Jeremy Hilder It's a big revenue opportunity for the council sold as a benefit. I think the courts were 

last resurfaced at approx the same time as the parks refurbishment around 12 years ago and they 

look in fine condition. As for bookings, why can't there be a rule that all sessions are 1 hour long 

starting on the hour. I'm not sure why the Lawn Tennis Assoc wants to control all these courts 

38 June at 11:25Edited 

 

Deborah Huisken Jeremy, I wonder if you've actually been on the courts recently? Someone saw fit 

to have a fire in the middle of one of them, which has left the surface blackened and bumpy. And the 

nets are full of holes; forget about adjusting them... 

13 June at 03:56 
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Sanjit Chudha I'm in agreement with Jacqui and Stephanie that having the courts open as they are 

makes them more available for impropmtu games, which is what most people use it for esp. young 

people. But I can see that the Council also has to balance the books somehow esp. with the cuts to 

its budget. I'm probably not the only one who's conflicted by this. On balance though, free access 

seems preferable to my mind. 

8 June at 12:20Edited 

 

Maria Livings I agree. If more people knew the desperate situation the council is in they would 

understand why they get driven to making proposals like this in order to avoid cutting front line 

services. 

8 June at 12:22 

 

Thorsten Gailing I don't mind the fee so much (though free use is clearly better) but restricting 

access and taking away the option of impromptu games seems a big change. Who do we need to 

contact to make our views heard? 

8 June at 11:30 

 

Simon Haddock The courts are terrible - someone set light to s scooter on one and the nets are rags - 

it's £30 a year - fob - locked so vandals can't destroy them - I think it's fine and will use them . 

8 June at 11:33 

 

Deborah Huisken Simon, join the Telegraph Hill Tennis FB group -- we'd love to have you! 

13 June at 03:57 

 

Thorsten Gailing Also, does there really need to be a fee specific to the courts? Is there was a small 

local neighbourhood type charge covering a range of issues including the tennis courts, wouldn't 

that be better? 

8 June at 11:33 

 

Chris Bedson There is...it's called tax 
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8 June at 11:50 

 

Thorsten Gailing Fair point! Clearly the tax we pay is not enough?! I'm just a bit dubious having 

specific charges. Aren't parks and associated amenities a public service? 

8 June at 12:34 

 

Simon Haddock £30 a year is crazy cheap for what will be top quality hard courts - not just asphalt as 

we have now 

8 June at 11:40 

 

Stephanie Flower Yes but it will limit visitors and kids who just want to to have a go 

8 June at 12:01 

 

Kitty Clarke And people on a tight budget. There are people of all incomes here - they shouldn't miss 

out 

8 June at 12:13 

 

Sophie Beswick Doherty I agree Stephanie Flower And I also wasn't able to attend the meeting but I 

did send an email stating my concerns. I would really encourage others to do the same. I think this 

could be something they will bring in if enough people don't raise questions. 

8 June at 11:53 

 

Chris Bedson It's trickle down austerity and privatisation. Public policy is sell stuff off and outsource 

services. I know the top park tennis courts are relatively small beer but it's indicative of how 

everything we own is being sold to private interests. They are our tennis courts. We payed for them 

to be built. We should pay for them to be maintained and managed...as part of paying our taxes. A 

private company will make money out of this. 

8 June at 11:57 
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Chris Bedson Read this: http://www.theguardian.com/.../austerity-cuts-privatising... 

Austerity is far more than just cuts. It’s about privatising everything we own |… 

Desperate for short-term cash, George Osborne is causing long-term damage by selling off Britain’s 

most prized assets. ‘Everything must go’ is now public policy 

theguardian.com|By Aditya Chakrabortty 

8 June at 11:57 

 

Simon Haddock they are still council owned - as I understand - the 30 is for the fob and for the 

maintenance - I agree Chris Bedson in principle - but where is the cash ? it's this real world. 

8 June at 12:00 

 

Ian Richardson In the real world where is the cash for those who have none? All this will do is make 

sure that it's a facility reserved for the better off. Or are we going to start means test using park 

facilities? 

8 June at 12:07 

 

Zac Campbell I think that as Chris stated, they've had the cash and continue to receive it through tax 

8 June at 12:35 

 

Sophie Beswick Doherty I doubt they will be top quality Simon Haddock And frankly £30.00 a year for 

a child or student who may play just a few times could work out expensive. Can you imagine the 

outcry if they started charging for the football cage, skate park or children’s play area, all of which 

have to be maintained. Glendale have a very lucrative contract to maintain and look after 

Lewisham's parks. 

8 June at 12:01 

 

Stephanie Flower Indeed Sophie!! Maybe kids could be given free fobs? 

8 June at 12:02 
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Stephanie Flower I think my kids use it twice a year!! So that would be £15 a game for the whole 

family that would be £60 a game!! 

8 June at 12:03 

 

Stephanie Flower First tennis courts then parks :( 

8 June at 12:07 

 

Stephanie Flower Maybe pay as you go would be fairer?!! Kids could get in for free with zip cards 

and adults use a debit card like on the tube? 

8 June at 12:11 

 

Simon Haddock 30 quid family entry per year 

8 June at 12:27 

 

Stephanie Flower Fobs? Really? Book online? Really? How is that accessible to the many. 

8 June at 12:30 

 

George Ormerod Perhaps all that is needed is a fund raising scheme to have the courts resurfaced? I 

don't play tennis but would happily make a donation. 

8 June at 12:43 

 

Zac Campbell I think they should install an honesty box. People can contribute a couple of quid when 

they use the courts . They would probably make more money towards the maintenance of the 

courts than by trying to get people to subscribe to a fob system. 

As the saying goes " The best way to see if you can trust someone is to trust them ". 

8 June at 12:45Edited 
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Deborah Huisken Zac, I suspect the fob system is an attempt to keep people off who are not tennis 

players and who don't mind damaging the courts for the rest of us... 

13 June at 04:38 

 

Zac Campbell I don't. The courts are one of the best kept sets around. I've known them to operate 

without damage for years. They were last re surfaced 10 years ago. Testament to how rarely they 

are miss treated. .  

The point is, they don't belong to people who play tennis only. They are a public amenity 

 

Zac Campbell On the other hand they could just leave them as free access. So fed up with them 

trying to convince us that everything needs extra funding when we are already paying. Nothing is 

free any more although they continue to take tax which is supposed to fund things 

8 June at 12:48Edited 

 

Angie Somerside I'd happily pay £30 

Per year for a family fob if only so I didn't have to hassle 

People to leave (and sit and wait for hours as we did last year and gave up). They're not in a great 

state either. Let's be honest if we did this we'd happily share fobs and stuff. Trying to find the initial 

not on this which made it seem quite positive and a step in the direction of development of grass 

roots tennis. We play tennis so much more when we go to Ramsgate as we can book and there's a 

number you can call for a local 

Tennis teacher to meet you there too. It's wonderful. 

8 June at 13:05 

 

James Kershaw I would use it far more if there was a *formal* booking system as fed up with turning 

up and waiting. £30 a year is not a lot for many if they really valued exercise and most (and I mean 

most regardless of background) probably spend more than that on their sky tv subscription in a 

single month... 

8 June at 13:08Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower I wonder if people could book Saturdays for the whole year!!! For 4 hours a game? 

8 June at 13:09 
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Stephanie Flower How does the booking work? 

8 June at 13:10 

 

Stephanie Flower I can see both sides now. This is fine for people who actually play but it limits 

people who don't and just want to try. 

8 June at 13:26 

 

Simon Haddock On line - will be easy - come to the courts on Sunday 12 o'clock and a tennis coach 

will explain all- the want to get people playing and are running las sons for 2 quid a time up there 

8 June at 13:42 

 

Stephanie Flower I have no time to take my kids on Saturdays and I would like a few games a year 

with the kids for that privilege I would pay £30!! and have to book.Sounds rubbish to me. I thought 

this is what tax was for 

8 June at 14:09Edited 

 

George Ormerod VERY quick google search suggests the cost of resurfacing a court to be about £10k. 

I'm sure this could be a lot less if Lewisham are doing a number of courts at the same time. 

 

http://www.elliottcourts.co.uk/prices.html 

 

 

 

Tennis Court Prices | EnTC Tennis Courts 

Tennis court prices from ETC Tennis Courts 

elliottcourts.co.uk 
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8 June at 13:54 

 

Sanjit Chudha Tamsin Bacchus I'm not sure who is in the Park Users Group, but it may be worth 

flagging this discussion with them so that it helps round out any feedback they provide back to the 

consultation on this issue? 

8 June at 13:56 

 

George Ormerod Can we get 300 people to donate £30? And ask Lewisham to pay for the second 

court? 

8 June at 13:56 

 

George Ormerod Blackboard and chalk next to the court. Write down time of arrival. 2 hour play 

policy? 

8 June at 13:59 

 

Deborah Huisken Two hours is a long time on a public court like this when it's busy... 

13 June at 04:09 

 

Stephanie Flower So how many people in this borough ? and would our close neighbours in 

Southwark have to pay too? That seems like a bread winner to me!!! 

8 June at 14:08 

 

Mary Mcinerney As with Tate card for example people can probably share membership... I'll share 

mine with anyone that struggles with the £40 annual membership fee... Guess there would have to 

be a limit on how many hrs you can book... Maybe there could be a day or 2 a week that's not 

bookable... 

8 June at 14:13 
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Mary Mcinerney So it's not completely a private members court ... Stephanie lets attend some 

consultation meetings... 

8 June at 14:14 

 

Stephanie Flower I'd love to Mary I am far too busy, so I have emailed the park group and they will 

forward my views. 

8 June at 14:17 

 

Zac Campbell I understand people's point about maintenance and waiting times but I get the feeling 

some of this is also about exclusion. 

I play a lot of tennis and belong to a club in s London. However I think these courts should be public 

access as there is so little FREE, open to the public provision in London. I play in these courts with my 

son from time to time as I suspect other do and I think the occasional users would be deterred. 

Fobs without booking times is simply a way to exclude 

8 June at 14:14 

 

Mary Mcinerney I agree with Zac... Those with spare cash, a computer, time on their hands to book 

etc would get to play. Those disempowered by language, mental health issues etc would be excluded 

8 June at 14:17 

 

Mary Mcinerney Hope the proposals aren't that it is managed by a private company 

8 June at 14:20 

 

Wiz J P Kelly If you charge £30 there are a lot of parents of children who just wont pay this/cant pay 

this. Those children will miss out. If you lock the courts, the temptation will be for people to pull the 

fences up to get in. Worse still kids will try and climb and get hurt. As someone who plays regularly, I 

don't mind waiting for an hour to play. Funding and booking could be an online system where 

people can pay to book and just show the booking confirmation to someone unbooked on the court. 

This work in other areas I know of. 

8 June at 14:23 
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Wiz J P Kelly Anytime I've asked football playing miss to leave when I want to play tennis they do. 

8 June at 14:24 

 

Wiz J P Kelly The scooter incident was a one off Simon Haddock. To lock to courts has more cons 

than pros I'm afraid. 

8 June at 14:26 

 

Stephanie Flower That's a good idea Wiz J P Kelly :) leaving doors open for kids to play and just move 

on when they are shown a booking maybe: it's crazy to lock it, just not fair on the community and 

would exclude lots of people. I think it's the locked courts that most upsets me too!! 

8 June at 14:27 

 

Elsa Gwilliam Ditto Stephanie!!!.....� 

8 June at 14:42 

 

Mary Mcinerney Absolutely no to the courts ever being locked..... 

8 June at 14:31 

 

Mary Mcinerney Maybe just me but I think the courts are in great condition just as they are.. We 

don't need posh courts on Telegraph Hill 

8 June at 14:32 

 

Elsa Gwilliam My sentiments exactly Mary!!!!.......� 

8 June at 14:41Edited 
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Jessie McCulloch South London Tennis have been running free and subsidised lessons for children 

and adults there on Sundays, which my initially reluctant kids have loved. I don't understand the 

intricacies, but I think they are unable to offer regular lessons on the courts unless there are pockets 

of funding, as the courts are owned by the council, and so they can't offer private lessons. I think 

there are a number of people locally who would be interested in lessons, and don't feel able to just 

rock up and have a knockaround when "proper" players are waiting. Surely there is a way to 

introduce some income for the council through rent for private lessons, cover maintenance, and 

have a booking system for free access?? 

8 June at 14:43 

 

Wiz J P Kelly Have emailed them Stephanie Flower and cc'd you. 

8 June at 14:48 

 

Wiz J P Kelly I think once you lock the courts you will see them frequently empty.� 

8 June at 14:49 

 

Stephanie Flower Yes and frequently vandalised. 

8 June at 14:52 

 

Zac Campbell The more I think about this the more it annoys me. Why do booking or a courtesy 

system go hand in hand with charging people?? 

Do other people not see the bunches of teens or younger who occasionally decide they want a knock 

about and just go to the courts? Or maybe that's just the point, people don't want them there. 

Welcome to the gentrification process alive and well. 

I've lived here for 25 years, the courts have operated fine and continue to. 

8 June at 14:56 

 

Kate McMillan My kids frequently head over when they are bored and at a loose end. Using a 

booking system in advance would be counter intuitive to how many of us access it. Such a sad 

decision. Will also email 

8 June at 14:59 
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Wiz J P Kelly Angie Somerside I know what you are saying, and that's fine and dandy for us that can 

pay £30 and the 'us' that can share fobs. What about those without money? Or the social 'us'? No 

supportive parent to pay for them? The pros of having a snazzy court you can book when you want 

and nice tennis coaches is not inclusive in reality � 

8 June at 15:08 

 

Angie Somerside To be honest though as I'm up there a lot and only ever see adults using it (and 

generally the same ones). Can I introduce the telephone mast into the debate now? Haha 

8 June at 15:10 

 

Wiz J P Kelly James Kershaw you wouldn't believe how many parents care about the Sky subscription 

more than £30 for tennis for their kids. The point is, the kids miss out. An online paid booking system 

and free unbooked works. 

8 June at 15:11 

 

Wiz J P Kelly Angie Somerside I think a lot of the adults who play a lot are the ones who don't want 

kids and non serious players around. Alex uses it quite a lot with mates. I see plenty of kids there! 

Don't mention the mobile mast!!! Lol. 

8 June at 15:13 

 

Jessie McCulloch I guess that is why a balance of time for booked courts and for free access could 

work to everyone's advantage. I can't play tennis to save my life and therefore really appreciate the 

opportunity for tennis coaches for my kids. I've lived in the area off and on for over 20 years, and 

played in the courts there prior to that, yet when I have gone up to try to have a knockaround with 

my kids, have not been made welcome by "serious" players. 

8 June at 15:17 

 

Zac Campbell I guess those willing and with the means could always join a club � 

And leave the free court for the "community" 
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8 June at 15:29 

 

Zac Campbell Junior membership with coaching is not as expensive as you think 

8 June at 15:30 

 

Jessie McCulloch Perhaps, but there are none locally. I think it is always interesting to get 

perspectives on those who don't use a facility, for whatever reason, as much as it is those who have 

used it for many years. Inclusivity isn't just about free access. 

18 June at 16:27 

 

Zac Campbell Clearly not only about free access but charging for something is a sure fire way to 

exclude people. Why charge? 

8 June at 16:47 

 

Jessie McCulloch I agree, but I think there are ways of combining increasing access and raising 

revenue (e.g. through offering coaching), and allow a potential booking system without bringing in 

charges. LTA are a well known organisation, but surely are not the only option to look at how to 

improve courts and offer maintenance across these 5 parks. 

8 June at 16:50 

 

Zac Campbell This should not be about raising revenue.. It's a community asset. Not all things in life 

should be profit making. We pay tax so that we can receive community services. It should already be 

funded and is. Read tamsins post about Glendale being already funded to maintain it 

8 June at 16:53 

 

Jessie McCulloch Except their budget is being cut and they are struggling to keep to their contract - 

for example closing toilets, delays in repairing the play equipment. I personally believe Lewisham 

should raise their council tax to meet the needs of delivering community services. But since that is 

never a popular option, are there other ways to cover costs to keep services free? 

8 June at 16:57 
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Zac Campbell Lobby local and national government to stop cutting. It's a lie. Which to my frustration 

people simply seem to swallow. 

8 June at 17:09 

 

Zac Campbell Same old story, run a public service down by cutting funding and support... Then make 

the case for private companies to step in 

8 June at 17:11 

Tamsin Bacchus Whether or not we are part of this five park pilot being run by the Council in 

partnership with Glendale and up front capital funding from the LTA and the London Marathon Trust 

that would renew the courts that need it (generally in other parks) and provide the start up basis of 

the sinking fund, we were assured by Glendale yesterday that basic maintenance, repairing and 

replacing nets (one has just been changed and the other one will be done when they have one 

available), annually repainting the lines and changing the posts if necessary will continue to be done 

- basic maintenance. What their budget (not a lucrative contract - they have pared to the bone along 

with everyone else) will not run to resurfacing, which - we were told - needs doing once every 7 to 

10 years, although as it was last done ten years ago on the parks refurbishment they are in pretty 

good nick (second best in the borough). Some cogent questions were asked of the Culture and 

Sports person from the Council - like can the people from Nunhead, i.e. Southwark, be included and 

can the fob or key entry system (£30 to £40 now quoted) be separated from the on-line booking - 

currently stated to be free. (My personal concern with any booking scheme, particularly a free one, 

is that people will book and then not use it, and the whole thing being subject to whims of 

technology - quite apart from the loss of spontaneity and exclusion of those for whom the 

technology is a barrier. Although those wont be very many as there will be a mobile app as well as 

on-line through a PC.) So we await more information and in the meantime will share this thread and 

the e-mails with LBL and try to elicit more comment at the Big Lunch on Sunday. 

8 June at 15:40 

 

James Kershaw Online booking and free is fine Wiz but surely the fact remains someone needs to 

keep it going/upkeep/etc. If tennis is important to anyone then £30 is a small sum for limited (try a 

few times as you can't really try it just once?) or unlimited access compared to say cinema, 

swimming, iTunes, apps, etc. Also you'd need access to a racket or two too which has an upfront cost 

for the 'casual' user anyway... 

8 June at 16:14 
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NewCross IsHome 30 quid is a very small price to pay to have a well maintained tennis facility with 

secure access to a court that you can book for the time you actually want instead of hanging around 

waiting for someone else's game to finish. If they don't keep the standards high then that's another 

story but time will tell. But I think that is really cheap for what they are proposing. 

8 June at 16:22 

 

Finn Keaney It's a very small price to pay for people who have spare cash to throw around. not 

everyone is so fortunate. 

13 June at 16:31 

 

Kate McMillan People who are saying £30 is cheap are out of touch with people struggling on 

minimum wage with children - £30 is a weekly food bill for many in our community, and many of 

these kids I've seen using the courts. The reason the hill is so special is because, unlike most of 

London, it recognizes the importance of free access to community spaces. If serious, incomed tennis 

players want this, then there are many other options. Perhaps if there was free membership for low 

income families, you could make an argument that was supported. 

8 June at 16:26 

 

Kate McMillan Most of the people who live here couldn't afford their own homes - looking at 

property prices doesn't reflect who makes up our community. 

8 June at 16:47 

 

Jenny Schmidt yes they are 

8 June at 20:18 

 

NewCross IsHome I'm assuming your complaint is with the council who is making the funding cuts. I 

want decent facilities in the area I live in. If the council can't afford the upkeep of the park facilities 

then this sort of setup can be the only viable option. Otherwise the tennis courts will go to ruin along 

with the rest of the park. No one wants that surely. 

9 June at 11:13 
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Kate McMillan 1/3 of children are, I'm told, on free school meals at John Stainer for example. 

8 June at 16:32 

 

Jessie McCulloch Lewisham have retained free swimming for children unlike other boroughs. 

Anyway to encourage access to sport facilities should be supported 

8 June at 16:36 

 

Jacqui Shimidzu And that's those whole claim  

Many parents who are trying to get permission to remain do t claim for fear this will influence the 

governments decision 

8 June at 16:39 

 

Jacqui Shimidzu Those who claim I meant to say 

8 June at 16:40 

 

Jenny Schmidt what next.....pay to use the playground?....pay to use the toilets in the center?.....NOT 

on 

8 June at 16:36 

 

Jessie McCulloch It's happening in Wandsworth..... 

8 June at 16:37 

 

Zac Campbell EXACTLY!! Look who lives in Wansdsworth for the most part these days. 

Why do people use the argument that "it's happening elsewhere so why not just follow suit" 

8 June at 16:50 

 

Jessie McCulloch Oh believe me, I think it is appalling. I briefly live in tooting and campaigned against 

privatisation of their parks facilities then 

8 June at 16:51 
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Zac Campbell They've just given Battersea park adventure playground to a private company who 

now make a profit out of letting kids play there?? We own it! What gives them the right to give it 

away 

8 June at 16:54 

 

Jessie McCulloch I know it is outrageous. 

8 June at 16:57 

 

Jacqui Shimidzu The toilets in park are always closed now due to the park keeper being cut 

8 June at 16:38 

 

Jenny Schmidt in the lower park are no more toilets 

8 June at 16:38 

 

Tamsin Bacchus They can be accessed when the Park Keeper is present. But I agree it is all most 

unfortunate. And unfortunately the public are not be trusted with unsupervised access. 

8 June at 16:59 

 

Jeremy Hilder £30 is just a starter price, it won't be long before we are told there are not enough 

takers and it's upped, or a private club takes it over. 

8 June at 17:02 

 

Wiz J P Kelly Rich Hawkins I think that just because it is ' one of the richest areas in the district' does 

not mean there shouldn't be free local facilities, and they aren't free anyway because the people 

who can afford to pay full taxes pay for them so the people on lower incomes get them 'free' That 

should be how it works. 

8 June at 19:37 
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Wiz J P Kelly And I wouldn't make too many assumptions about how much the locals earn. 

8 June at 19:51 

 

Rich Hawkins Sure. The struggles are real on Telegraph Hill 

8 June at 19:53 

 

Ian Richardson Rich Hawkins You may want to look at the demographics for this ward again. Don't be 

fooled by big houses and the open laptops at the Hill Station. There are plenty of people locally 

hurting. 

8 June at 20:36Edited 

 

Sanjit Chudha You'll find the most recent published data here: http://www.nxgtrust.org.uk/.../IMD-

telegraph-hill-2015.pptx - and as has already been pointed out by others, when you look at the 

totality of Telegraph Hill Ward (and the surrounding area) the indices of deprivation are quite 

alarming. 

9 June at 09:01 

 

Ian Richardson I'm a bit taken aback by the '£30 is a small sum' comments. It might be a small sum if 

you are on a good wage. Nearly half the households in this ward are social housing.  

It's not small if you are trying to get by on benefits, or raise a family on a s...See more 

8 June at 20:37Edited 

 

Jenny Schmidt hear hear... 

8 June at 20:40 

 

Simon Haddock I suspect I have the lowest conventional wage in this thread. I still value a good 

game of tennis and appreciate the benefit of a quality arena for a family sport . 30 a year would 

work out at maybe a pound a time for us this year - actually less 
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8 June at 20:58 

 

Ian Richardson Simon Haddock Bet I beat you on the wage front these days. However, I don't play 

tennis! 

9 June at 08:20 

 

Simon Haddock In which sense? 

9 June at 09:22 

 

Ian Richardson Simon Haddock In the sense that my income is probably lower since I was forced to 

retire prematurely. 

9 June at 09:23 

 

Simon Haddock I see - sorry to hear. 

9 June at 09:47 

 

Angie Somerside I think it's interesting though that while they are free they are quite unused apart 

from a few people who use them a lot. Perhaps there's discount fee for lower 

income/unwaged/students? Did the Telegraph Hill Festival offer this for event tickets. My local 

Courts were paid council run courts growing up and we never paid. Maybe teach our kids a bit of 

resourcefulness. 

8 June at 20:44 

 

Ian Richardson I have lived locally so long I can remember when next to the tennis courts there was 

a kids' putting green. During school summer holidays, there was a guy sitting in a tiny hut who you 

could hire putters from for pence. Not that WAS well used. 

Who knows why so few kids want to try tennis. Maybe it's the equipment cost? Maybe because it's 

not a team sport? 

8 June at 20:55 
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Jenny Schmidt I always see kids playing there 

8 June at 21:38 

 

Bethany Simpkin If you want to go to a fancy court noone is stopping you, you have that option - 

please don't take the opportunity away from those who don't have that option, who are grateful for 

free facilities and don't mind waiting a while for the luxury! If you don't like the raggedy nets - 

sponsor them to be replaced or play elsewhere but again please don't be so quick to take away from 

those who don't have the option to pay! 

8 June at 21:54Edited 

 

Jenny Schmidt hear hear.... 

8 June at 21:37 

 

Nicky Murray But we have paid for this in our council tax.... 

8 June at 23:58 

 

Tamsin Bacchus The nets and lines are being replaced and repainted as part of the standard 

maintenance by Glendale. This scheme is to raise a sinking fund across five parks with courts in the 

Borough to pay for major items like the court resurfacing which is needed on what the promoters 

say is a 7 to 10 year cycle - although that could probably extend to 15 years at a push. 

13 June at 05:24 

 

Sarah Eatock Perhaps one of the courts could be available to those who want to be able to book a 

court online and can afford an annual fee and the other could be left on a no fee first come first 

serve basis? The fees from membership could cover the maintenance and resurfacing cost for both 

courts...? 

8 June at 21:23 

 

Jenny Schmidt how would you 'police'it though 

8 June at 21:36 
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Sarah Eatock Don't know...it was just a thought... 

8 June at 23:32 

 

Tamsin Bacchus It's a good thought that was raised at the meeting on Tuesday, but if one put a fence 

between the courts it would make the Bark in the Park use difficult and also the chap from the South 

East London Tennis people who do the children's coaching says that they need the double space for 

their activities. 

 

Nicky Murray Crap idea. 

8 June at 22:26 

 

Kari Mawhood For me, though having never used them, the knowledge we have a free, decent 

service on our doorstep is a matter of pride. I've walked past and seen young people using it and am 

worried that any barriers to participation, be they fees, pin codes, booking systems, may be 

detrimental. As said previously, many non tennis players may be willing to contribute to 

maintenance/resurfacing to keep this facility free. 

8 June at 23:49 

 

Jenny Schmidt as I said before...Glendale gets paid to maintain it 

8 June at 23:53 

 

Nicky Murray You all seem to be forgetting something. WE have already PAID for this. 

8 June at 23:59 

 

Ian Richardson Nicky Murray I think you may be living in the past a bit on this. Lewisham Council is 

severely broke (if you heard some of what I've heard in the last few weeks you would wet yourself 

with fear about services) Their last contract with Glendales was in 2009/10 and runs for 10 years. I 

wouldn't mind betting Lewisham have been actively trying to renegotiate it. 

I have no idea what their responsibilities are now. It could well be they are only expected to do a 

minimum upkeep. I can't find details online anywhere and I suspect an FOI request would invoke the 
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commercially sensitive caveat.C 

Edit: Checking it up it looks like the variations to contract that have taken place have all had their 

details withheld from the public on the grounds of commercial sensitivity. So who knows what 

Glendales is required to do these days? 

Someone on the committee may know? 

9 June at 08:36Edited 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Chris from Glendales attends all Park User Group meetings - would be nice if more 

people could turn up to them... At this last meeting on Tuesday he confirmed (as I mentioned earlier 

on this thread) that Glendales are contracted to replace the nets as needed, re-paint the lines and 

"maintain". Their remit does not extend to resurfacing which, we were informed by David (?) from 

South London Tennis (which organisation does the "tennis for a tenner" and the children's coaching 

that has been happening for the last year or so) that playing surfaces need to be replaced every 

seven to 10 years. (Not quite borne out by the fact that our tennis courts were last resurfaced in 

2005 and, according to David, they are the second best in the borough, but never mind.) That cyclical 

resurfacing work is what this scheme for a sinking fund and the linked initial capital grants from the 

LTA and London Marathon Trust is being set up to pay for. 

9 June at 09:59 

 

Sanjit Chudha To help inform the discussion I'm just posting the latest data on deprivation in 

Telegraph Hill Ward. As we know, people don't NOT use the park just because it's not in their ward. 

So it's worth noting the amber and dark red shading around a very few streets which cluster at the 

top of the hill. The darker the shade the greater overall deprivation by most of the indices used, and 

these are in the majority across Telegraph Hill Ward. I know there are also variations within the 

generality of the supposedly 'well off' cluster at the top of the hill, just as there are within the darker 

shaded portions of Telegraph Hill Ward: http://www.nxgtrust.org.uk/.../IMD-telegraph-hill-

2015.pptx 

11 June at 08:54Edited 

 

Simon Haddock Looks like (by these stats) that the enclave of economic wellbeing that is TH is doing 

ok Sanjit Chudha . I live in a purple area .... Down the hill. 30 quid is fine for decent cheap courts 

where my kids and I can book using a system we can guarantee getting a game at a certain time. 

9 June at 10:01 

 

Zac Campbell I can afford it too simon but I feel you are missing the point.  

Some people can't.... 
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9 June at 12:22 

 

Simon Haddock Zac, it's about choice - at the mo we have sub quality courts. There is no money to 

maintain them and they get vandalised. I know many people who struggle( including I) and give their 

kids different clubs and sports as I try to - we choose to spend mo...See more 

9 June at 15:25 

 

Jenny Schmidt there are enough private Tennis courts 

11 June at 21:16 

 

Stephanie Flower It is exclusivity 'I'm alright Jack' 

9 June at 10:44 

 

Stephanie Flower And alienating. And just another Tax.  

The walls will come tumbling down! 

9 June at 10:47 

 

Stephanie Flower Someone told me a lovely moment of spontaneous playing the other day. A family 

decided to play on a hot summers evening while at a picnic. I fear those free moments will be lost to 

the booking system. I wonder how late the booking extends to!? 

9 June at 11:03 

 

Stephanie Flower If they kept it open but used the booking system for certain times of day this 

would keep everyone happy wouldn't it? 

9 June at 11:04 

 

Sophie Beswick Doherty So if I have understood Tamsin Bacchus comment, there is the initial 

funding (if they get it) to resurface the courts which seems to be the most expensive element. and 

then Glendale have to maintain it anyway, repairing/ replacing nets, painting the white lines etc 
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which they are doing now. So why not just keep it as it is and maybe look at it again in a few years to 

see if it has been sustainable. I wonder how the other 4 courts communities have reacted. 

9 June at 12:04 

 

Stephanie Flower Thanks Sophie and as the courts need replacing every 7 years who does that? 

9 June at 13:03 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Well, so far no-one. But as they have not been touched for 11 years and are still the 

second best in the borough I rather doubt the 7-10 year cycle. (This may the time scale for superior 

courts in posh clubs that are in non-stop use but does not seem to necessarily apply to us.) 

9 June at 14:11 

 

Stephanie Flower Tamsin Bacchus It might apply to us if they lay a different court that needs more 

maintenance do we know what they are going for? 

9 June at 14:36 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Built in obsolescence... Yes, indeed and just the sort of thing the Council seems to 

fall for. But we have no details yet and this is a point that could be made in feeding in our views. 

9 June at 15:20 

 

Stephanie Flower This could be a big problem as the more modern ones need lots of upkeep which 

would mean that the council are tied into a contract!! They can put up their prices! 

9 June at 15:42 

 

Stephanie Flower I know coming from a working class unemployed family that my parents would not 

have paid £30. 

It's not fair on the kids whose parents don't run up and play tennis with them who have to find there 

own way to entertain themselves and discover sport. I did have free courts as a child and did play it 

kept me off the streets!! Even if my rackets were cheap badminton pound shop!!! I still had fun. 

9 June at 13:11Edited 
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Jenny Schmidt hear hear 

10 June at 00:01 

 

Stephanie Flower And what about all the transient people? 

9 June at 13:16 

 

Roswitha Chesher Just been past and seen two mothers and two toddlers playing 'balloon' games 

over the net having a wonderful time, no one else there so not blocking the courts. Was lovely to 

see!!! Indeed this should be left open to all. 

9 June at 13:27 

 

Sanjit Chudha That's just lovely 

10 June at 01:44 

 

Sally Fricker Couldn't agree more. Not happy at all about recent proposal. We love the fact the 

courts are open to all. Last weekend I took a friend and her toddler who 'escapes' and he was able to 

pootle around the courts in safety while we had a chat. Keep it open and free to all I say. 

10 June at 23:55 

 

Vicky Brown Jane Bickley.. 

9 June at 17:49 

 

Sanjit Chudha Since setting up this board this is probably the only post to have 149 comments, but 

all so evenly tempered. Makes a nice change, esp. it being a subject people are passionate about. 

10 June at 01:41Edited 
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George Ormerod Anyone for a game of tennis? 

10 June at 06:56 

 

Simon Haddock ...after school? Father and daughter doubles? 

10 June at 08:27 

 

Angie Somerside Good job I didn't mention the telephone mast then! 

10 June at 08:35 

 

George Ormerod I've got some badminton racquets... 

10 June at 08:52 

 

Fraser Jopp Does anyone know how much they hope to raise from the £30 fobs? Could this be crowd 

funded instead? Then people like me (who never use it but are glad it's there and well maintained) 

can contribute, and those who value it more can show greater support while removing the one off 

£30 barrier to occasional users. Then a booking app for prime time (summer evenings & weekends I 

guess) and free access the rest of the time? 

10 June at 08:27 

 

Clare Collier I'm sorry I haven't read all the comments so these may have been raised, but (1) having 

been a member of a club with a this problem I think there is a risk that people will block book in 

advance - say 3 hours every Saturday morning. Which will prevent other users, even those who have 

paid the £30, from playing. Or (2) they may book and not turn up, which will be annoying for 

everyone. And (3) there is the problem of people vandalising the lock, or fences, which is what 

happened at Ladywell fields when the courts there were locked. And there are the (4) exclusivitiy 

and (5) preventing spontaneous / occassional use problems. And (6) the risk that £30 this year, turns 

into £100 all too quickly - as we have seen with residents parking charges in many parts of the 

Borough. I think that is plenty of reasons for opposing this plan. Tamsin Bacchus are you collating 

comments sent to park@thehill? Are you also picking these up or do you want us to email you as 

well? 

10 June at 11:15 
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Tamsin Bacchus Clare could you e-mail as well. Your points are admirably and succinctly put. I have a 

concern about people booking and not turning up. Although I have been told that the software can 

deal with that. It will identify those who have been sent the electronic key to open at a certain time 

but don't use it and if it happens often will lock future use or something. But that leads to its own 

problems. Should you be effectively punished if your child has a hissy fit or homework crisis when 

you are planning to play or if it pours with rain.? (Expecting the software to be also linked in with the 

met office reports is probably going too far.) 

13 June at 05:45Edited 

 

Angie Somerside Did anyone ever find the original post on this as it seems we are all commenting on 

something without full facts. Also now there's a suggestion that facts are collated from this post as a 

view I find that a little worrying. How many of the people here have actually played tennis in the 

past year or would use these courts? Just thinking It may be helpful to ask the views of some of the 

regular users who may not be on this page. 

10 June at 11:26 

 

Clare Collier Well in my case, I'm a regular court user. And there is a sign up on the court gate about 

it, so anyone can respond to that. I saw Tamsin Bacchus with a group of people up there this 

morning; including someone who looked like they were from Glendale, and possibly an LBL person 

too, and several others, including Paul Milne. So I think that was a park user meeting discussing it... I 

don't think there is any danger they won't get a full range of views. 

10 June at 11:35 

 

Angie Somerside Clare Collier great. Think that's important. 

10 June at 11:46 

 

Zac Campbell It sounds to me like a broad community conversation. It's slightly irrelevant how often 

they play tennis. It's a resource we all have an interest in. 

I play there lots by the way 

10 June at 14:47 

 

Sally Fricker I use the courts! 

10 June at 23:56 
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Tamsin Bacchus That was the Green Flag judging - so fingers crossed - we did though tell him that 

people in the area are vehement and vocal about issues that affect their park the skateboard area 

and now the tennis courts. There, I hope, be some sort of hard copy survey at the Big Lunch - to 

catch those who don't necessarily go on-line for info and comment. 

10 June at 13:18 

 

Chris Crowe I don't use the courts but hope to have the time one day. In the meantime I think 

keeping them open to all and free at the point of use is really important for all the reasons people 

have given above. The Council is short of money but there must be a way in an enterprising, 

solidarity-minded and well-resourced community such as ours that this can be achieved. There is too 

much privatisation of public space and resources going on, and if we can't fight it here then we really 

are in trouble! 

10 June at 14:40 

 

James Kershaw Perhaps a local business could 'sponsor' them to keep it 'free for all'? There are a 

number of large(r) business in the surrounding areas that do well for whatever reason and could 

further their exposure by having a plaque or similar on the court... 

10 June at 14:50Edited 

 

Mary Mcinerney Like Zac I am also a regular player up at the courts... And agree it's for all regular 

players or balloon bouncers 

10 June at 15:12 

 

Mary Mcinerney It's in better state than the courts at Hilly Fields... Great as they are. Hope they are 

not improved at all 

10 June at 15:15 

 

Mary Mcinerney And remain open for fair use for all 

10 June at 15:15 
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Laura Thompson I would lobby to keep them free at point of use. I did notice our MP had a surgery 

today. 

10 June at 16:32 

 

George Ormerod What about a Telegraph Hill Tennis Tournament to raise money for new courts? 

80/1 odds on the underdog (me) to win. 

11 June at 10:20 

 

Finn Keaney wow that's sleazy 

11 June at 18:07 

 

Mary Mcinerney Tennis tournaments and making contact with other local players is great idea if 

people want.... Though not to raise funds for the resurfacing of the courts because I do not think 

they need resurfacing. Only problem I have when I'm playing tennis is strong winds or ice on court.. 

The courts themselves are perfect as they are. 

12 June at 11:22 

 

Clare Collier Not perfect. One of them has a big rough patch where someone lit a fire. But they are 

ok, yes. 

12 June at 12:27 

 

Mary Mcinerney Yes not perfect courts but I mean perfect for local use. 

12 June at 12:59 

 

George Ormerod They will need resurfacing at some point and if you want to avoid them being 

under lock and key then why not have a fund raising event to pay for it? It doesn't have to be a 

tennis tournament - ridiculous idea, I know... 

12 June at 13:28 
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Simon Haddock The surface is pretty uneven - and there's the burnt patch - the rain showed up all 

the bumps today and s corner is subsiding 

12 June at 16:18 

 

Deborah Huisken This may be a step too far, but it would also be a wonderful thing if they could be 

switched around so they face north/south instead of east/west. For those of us who play first thing 

in the morning, the sun rising in the east can make it impossible to see the ball... However, given all 

the comments about funding issues, I guess that's unlikely to happen... 

13 June at 04:33 

 

Tamsin Bacchus The time span for resurfacing given to the meeting was 7 to 10 years. It is 11 years 

since these courts were done - although patches have been repaired and we should probably ask 

that this be done where the bike was burned. But the total job will be due again in the next three to 

five years. 

13 June at 05:49 

 

Stephanie Flower Yes I think so too Mary and am worried if they get upgraded then who will replace 

them in 7 years as the new style courts need more upkeep. The lawn and tennis ass are only tied 

into resurfacing once and only if necessary!! So seems a bit odd to me. No forward planning!! Or is 

there?!! I would be good to get all the facts I think. 

12 June at 11:52 

 

Tamsin Bacchus One hundred households paying £30 a year would generate the £30,000 needed 

every ten years - the essence of a sinking fund, that you gather the money painlessly in advance for 

big expenditure. So the maths does work. But I share your worry that there will be an incentive from 

the outside contractors to persuade the Council (who are very subject to being ripped off) to have a 

"better" court that needs more maintenance and more regular replacement. 

13 June at 05:54 

 

Jeremy Hilder They're just fobbing us off. 

12 June at 12:04 
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Simon Haddock  

 

 

 

12 June at 16:00 

 

Simon Haddock  

 

 

 

12 June at 16:00 

 

Simon Haddock Even in the rain . Thanks Chris Howard for your commitment the the tennis for a 

tenner scheme ( that's 5 lessons for a tenner if anyone is interested 

12 June at 16:03 
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Angie Somerside Will be there next week! 

12 June at 16:05 

 

Claire Stevens It's the last lesson of the course next week but they're hoping to run some drop in 

sessions 

12 June at 16:12 

 

Simon Haddock The LTA is working really hard to bring tennis to communities. For anyone who has 

the remotest interest in tennis I strongly recomend these courses. It's been great to be taught how 

to play properly. The kids in the group are really coming on too ! Serving in the rain today 

12 June at 16:15 

 

Stephanie Flower Wish we could go :( 

12 June at 17:13 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Been watching and listening to it while doing tai chi of a Sunday morning. Chris was 

at the Parks meeting and what the South East London Tennis who do with this could not continue if 

the courts are sub-standard. 

13 June at 06:03Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower Wish we could go, good to see they are buttering up the locals! Lol! 

12 June at 17:15 

 

Chris Howard Thanks Simon for your comments. We really enjoyed the sessions today despite the 

weather. Thanks also Stephanie for bringing this issue to the public domain. I would like to clarify a 

few points. We (South East London Tennis) are a Community Interest (i.e. non profit making) 

Company working in partnership with Lewisham, Glendale, Catford Wanderers and the LTA to 

deliver Community Tennis programmes where previously there had been very little or in most cases 

no tennis coaching. This includes our parks Tennis for a Tenner programme which Simon has 

mentioned, wheelchair tennis for juniors and adult amputees, women only sessions, and free tennis 

coaching for primary and secondary schools. As a result of our work in the parks the LTA have 
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recognised the demand for tennis in the borough and through potential funding will upgrade and 

upkeep the tennis courts in 5 parks across Lewisham. Telegraph Hill is one of the five parks being 

considered for an upgrade due to local demand as we had the second highest attendance in the 

borough in Telegraph Hill at our recent Great British tennis weekend. As I am sure you are aware, 

local authority funding in all areas is being cut to the bone and so the only way to fund 'extras' like 

maintenance of park facilities is to work in partnership with organisations such as the LTA who might 

offer funding. Obviously funding for the court upgrade is only being considered at this stage (along 

with the other parks that could potentially benefit) so I'd advise anyone who is interested in this 

matter to get the facts from the Telegraph Hill User Group and make an informed decision about the 

best future for the tennis courts. 

12 June at 19:26 

 

Stephanie Flower I would be interested to see the spec and longevity of the upgrade. It would be a 

terrible shame to lock this to the community. 

12 June at 20:09 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Thanks, Chris, for taking the time to clarify. I have been trying to report the facts as 

given to the meeting - as well as indicating my personal concerns. There are, though, matters that 

we - the users group - have not been informed of yet, like whether one can have the key/fob system 

without the booking system and, indeed Stephanie's question on the spec. of any upgrade (as what 

was done in 2003/4 seems to have lasted extraordinarily well). 

13 June at 06:10 

 

Stephanie Flower I prefer unlocked for all and people move on when the courts are booked. The 

whole point of my post was loosing access for the youth who will not have a fob 

13 June at 08:10 

 

Tamsin Bacchus There would be a bit of leakage I'm sure - with people who've entered properly via 

their fob letting on hopeful youth who turn up without one. Then there is Fraser Jopp's proposal for 

crowd-funding the cost of renewing the surface ourselves as a community - although I think he is 

rather over-optimistic. Where the steady drip feed into a sinking fund has a major advantage. 

13 June at 08:24Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower Or you could go to Greenwich courts. Is this the future? 
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13 June at 08:26 

 

Stephanie Flower And if they are upgraded who will pay for the next resurface in 7 years? Because if 

they are 'upgraded' then they will need to be. 

 

Please could you tell me why the tennis lessons could not carry on with a similar court ? Seems to 

last ages!! 

13 June at 08:28 

 

Stephanie Flower And what if the kids turned up and no one was there to let them in? They would 

be discouraged, and what about Southwark? 

13 June at 08:29 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Southwark residents is one of the questions outstanding to Andy Thomas of LBL - 

but I expect the key / fob would be available to anyone who wanted to buy in to it - unfair 

otherwise, particularly as we are right on the border. Future resurfacing will be paid for from monies 

from the sinking fund - what the scheme is all about. An initial input of capital from the LTA and 

London Marathon Trust - needed for three of the other five parks, although not ours yet - but then 

that investment sustainable and renewable with this source of local income not subject to the 

vagaries of Council squeeze. But over and out - I need to start the day job now. 

13 June at 09:29Edited 
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Tamsin Bacchus Chris wasn't saying - as I understand it - that they could not continue on a "similar" 

court, just not on this one as it continues to deteriorate. 

13 June at 08:49 

 

Stephanie Flower Why fobs?!!!!! Why not take 50p from every household and keep them free!!!! 

Can the council not be asked to do this via council tax? 

13 June at 08:51 

 

Stephanie Flower Some calculations need to happen but it is really so sad to lock them 

13 June at 08:52 

 

Stephanie Flower Off to work too 

13 June at 08:52 

 

Clare Collier If any of you are inspired by this thread to start playing a bit more often, or would like 

to find new people to have a knock with, why not join the Telegraph Hill Tennis FB Group? The more 

the merrier, all welcome! 

12 June at 20:34 

 

Clare Collier https://www.facebook.com/groups/1148730481828559/ 

Telegraph Hill Tennis 

 

Join Group 

Public group 
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15 Members 

12 June at 20:34 

 

Tamsin Bacchus But please keep you comments to this post - otherwise too much to try to collate! 

13 June at 06:13 

 

Stephanie Flower Chris mentions a tennis grant for resurfacing but not the ongoing yearly £30. Is this 

to pay for the 'non profit' South East London Tennis to block it for the many with fobs? 

13 June at 08:40 

 

Stephanie Flower Or will it have to make a profit in the future for the upkeep because in 7 years the 

court will need resurfacing? 

 

 

 

13 June at 08:41 

 

Stephanie Flower Why fobs?!!!!! Why not take 50p from every household and keep them free!!!! 

Can the council not be asked to do this via council tax? 

13 June at 08:49 
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Tamsin Bacchus No - council tax does not work like that. And the maths of that one does not work. 

While 100 households paying £30 does. And I really must stop this and switch to work mode now! 

13 June at 09:28Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower There are 116,000 households yes you are right the 50p is too high!!! 

13 June at 09:06 

 

Tamsin Bacchus We're talking local here - there are 5000 households in the Telegraph Hill area (what 

the Festival reckon on delivering programmes to). if council wide 50p is not enough for all the tennis 

courts in all the parks - or even three of them... 

13 June at 09:32 

 

Stephanie Flower And the we have Southwark and visitors who won't be able to have a one off 

game? Maybe they could keep the online booking system but make an optional one off paying 

charge to keep it accessible to many others. 

13 June at 09:40 

 

Stephanie Flower Or just keep it open and all Telegraph Hill pay £1!! That would bring in £500,000. 

Maybe we could toll booth the park for new bins too!!! 

13 June at 10:06Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower Only joking about the toll!!! 

13 June at 09:45 

 

Sanjit Chudha My concern with **any** charges is that privatisation wins by default. And the danger 

of that is there is no going back, it's lost to us forever. 

13 June at 10:27 
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Laura Thompson Agree totally Sanjit. Same principle applies in the wider debate about human rights 

(let's not get into that on this thread, which started about tennis, via regressive taxation). There is an 

erosion taking place. I agree with you. 

13 June at 10:32 

 

Stephanie Flower This is the future of the courts 

 

 

 

13 June at 11:04 

 

Roswitha Chesher ouch! that's terrible!!! 

13 June at 11:06 

 

Jenny Schmidt may we could do a one off benefit event for the 7 year maintanance... 

13 June at 14:06 

 

Mary Mcinerney Great... A benefit for all event... Keeping the tennis courts forever open and not 

private or owned/leased by anyone ... 

13 June at 14:16 
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Stephanie Flower I think we should try to do this. 

13 June at 15:06 

 

Stephanie Flower How much would we need to raise ? 

13 June at 15:09 

 

Jenny Schmidt Tamsin...? 

13 June at 15:19 

 

Tamsin Bacchus £20-30K I believe - and it's not really on, considering how BV had to struggle to get a 

lesser amount for the works that resulted in the Café. And again after 7 years, and 7 years and so 

on... And - to clarify - this is NOT private ownership/leasing, just LBL/Glendale as public parks 

owners/managers - doing what was done in the past and charging for use. Although with a little help 

from technology rather than an elderly park keeper on the spot. I don't like the idea, but we must 

get our facts right. 

13 June at 15:57 

 

Stephanie Flower Tamsin Bacchus 20/30k for just this court resurfacing. Membership scheme sounds 

like alienation to me 

13 June at 16:17Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower There must be a more inclusive way of doing this 

13 June at 16:18 

 

Stephanie Flower An online payable booking system is help with technology that anyone can call up 

13 June at 16:20 
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Jenny Schmidt Tamsin Bacchus 20-30K to resurface the court...every 7 years? 

13 June at 16:21 

 

Stephanie Flower Or just carry on and let the fence constantly be crawled under by the kids :) 

13 June at 16:27 

 

Al Hardwicke-Kassi No no no no.... 

13 June at 15:31 

 

Mary Mcinerney I just called Glendale and they logged my request for surface repairs to be carried 

out on the courts (I specifically mentioned fire damaged spot). They are responsible for repairs to 

the court and will carry out the repair (I was lead to believe). 

13 June at 15:36 

 

Jenny Schmidt that's what I've been telling everyone on here too 

13 June at 15:51 

 

Mary Mcinerney Glendale worker going to inspect court tomorrow and get back to me in a couple of 

days. They not contracted to resurface the court but are responsible for repairs and maintenance. 

13 June at 15:56 

 

Stephanie Flower So we could keep our lovely free courts :) 

13 June at 19:03 

 

Stephanie Flower ❤️��� 

13 June at 19:10 
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Wiz J P Kelly It cannot cost that much to resurface. I know someone who had a single court done 

from scratch for 3k 

13 June at 19:00 

 

Stephanie Flower Go Mary, Go Mary 

13 June at 19:03 

 

Stephanie Flower These guys would probably give the grant for the courts. So why do we need 

membership again? 

 

https://www.lta.org.uk/venue-management/facilities-advice/ 

 

 

 

Facilities Advice 

Facilities advice and development assistance 

lta.org.uk 

13 June at 19:14 

 

Tamsin Bacchus These are the ones who are doing it and this is their advice. 

13 June at 22:59 

 

Mary Mcinerney From Stephanie's first post, the quote from Lewisham council (I presume). "It’s 

worth noting that Glendale can already charge for hiring tennis courts but so far has chosen not to 

do this". I just looked on the Lewisham council page and it says that one can book the court for a fee 
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paid in advance to the council. Perhaps people have not chosen to do this? Or web page out of date? 

I'll try book a court tomorrow and see if it is possible and how much they quote. 

13 June at 19:26 

 

Stephanie Flower Ooooo Mary Mcinerney you are like a super ninja spy :) awesome work xxxx 

13 June at 19:28 

 

Stephanie Flower Wouldn't that be great courts that are open and can be booked :) and mended :) 

13 June at 19:29 

 

Mary Mcinerney Ho Ho... just distracting myself from the news! 

13 June at 19:37 

 

Stephanie Flower I know it's so awful :( 

13 June at 19:44 

 

Tamsin Bacchus I personally disagree - booking at £5 a go is as bad as the £30 fee, would take away 

the present easy-going atmosphere and risk making people unpleasantly proprietorial about the 

whole thing. Not everyone goes around with an i-phone in reach and I would have found the faff of 

going on-line to book a serious barrier to the sort of casual play I indulged in when the children were 

younger. 

13 June at 23:05 

 

Jenny Schmidt agree....peeps would also block-book...ie every saturday5-8 

13 June at 23:09 
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Stephanie Flower You think key fobs will resolve that? It will lock the doors to the community. Limit 

access to disadvantaged families and put off the occasional player.  

Open gates and booking much better so if someone really wants to book they can do that and it still 

allows kids to play freely 

13 June at 23:09 

 

Stephanie Flower Also OK for people who do not want to book they just have to realise it's a 

bookable court and move on if necessary 

13 June at 23:10 

 

Stephanie Flower Free courts to those who do not want to book sounds fabulous!! 

13 June at 23:10 

 

Mary Mcinerney I agree Tamsin... Just interested if courts are bookable and nobody is booking more 

argument to leave them open all the time as they are now and free and fair access to all 

13 June at 23:20 

 

Zac Campbell Personally I don't think there's anything wrong with the current way of doing things. 

People seem to get Along with it fine. Generally fair, I always ask people how long they have left and 

they are usually pretty honest, and I just wait a little while 

14 June at 07:56 

 

Stephanie Flower Me too Zac Campbell I would love to leave it but we have been made to 

understand that money is needed. However if Mary gets the courts fixed why do we need to get fobs 

and have to book. Keep it free and easy! 

14 June at 07:59 

 

Jeremy Hilder The picture posted earlier, and weblink on it, shows what will become of the courts. 

£30 is the student/OAP/junior rate, and that's just the membership fee before you've even played a 
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game 

http://playzennis.co.uk/www.playzennis.../ct_fees_card.html 

14 June at 10:02Edited 

 

Jeremy Hilder I wonder if there's anything in the mandate of the park when it was set up stating that 

there should be access for all? Its creation was aided by a philanthropist after all.  

 

from pg. 12 of 'Telegraph Hill conservation area, character appraisal', Prod...See more 

14 June at 17:36Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower How on earth would we find out those details? Public records at the library?!! I 

have no idea. 

 

Really good idea xx 

14 June at 10:52Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower http://www.bacchus.org.uk/html/creation_of_the_park.html 

Creation of the Park 

bacchus.org.uk 

14 June at 10:55 

 

Stephanie Flower Looks like it was created for children to play lawn tennis. 

14 June at 10:55 

 

Laura Thompson I have emailed the park@thehill.org.uk address to ask whether this (very good) 

question has been considered. What was the original use of the land? Who owns it now? Did they 

inherit any covenants from the time when it was unregistered? Have they thought about that or 

taken advice? We'll see. I bet they love my email. Lunch hour well spent 

14 June at 13:23 
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Laura Thompson Okay. Although it might be interesting to see whether there are covenants on the 

land (well, I think so, as I suspect there are) the question is just who pays for court resurfacing from 

time to time. I gather that there has always been a commercial aspect to the relationship between 

the council and Glendale. There may be some pots of £ around - (sinking funds). The question is how 

these are kept topped up. Grants may be available from tennis associations... A worthwhile 

conversation to have. 

14 June at 20:29 

 

Tamsin Bacchus No covenants. And in any event they can be debated at a Lands Tribunal and 

overturned as being no longer relevant. (There was a covenant against building more than 9ft above 

ground level on the old reservoir site. A group of residents took it to the Lands Tribunal but got 

nowhere.) No pots of money either exept what LBL is applying for by way of grant from the LTA and 

London Marathon Trust, and what in the future will be raised by the annual fees or booking fees and 

put into a sinking fund for major works like resurfacing. On-going maintenance - line painting and 

new nets - is part of the Glendale contract and will continue to happen (for the time being anyway). 

17 June at 12:27 

 

Mary Mcinerney Just called the council (one worker) and asked to book a court. She informed me 

that due to the cuts the council no longer have the staff to co-ordinate booking of the courts. I asked 

how long that had been the case and she said since January. I said that it seems the website suggests 

you can book. She apologized 

14 June at 11:22 

 

Mary Mcinerney saying the website was now out of date and needed changing. 

14 June at 11:23 

 

Ian Richardson The cuts are so extensive that there's no one passing on information to the web team 

to update all the services and email addresses that have disappeared or are unattended. The IT 

contractors try to have a trawl regularly for the dead emails - send out confirming emails and 

everything that doesn't give a reply gets deleted, but if there is no one to update the website... 

14 June at 12:18 
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Tamsin Bacchus I'm surprised it was still functioning as late as January - since the management of 

the parks was contracted out to Glendale years ago. 

14 June at 16:05 

 

Angie Somerside Are these the official 'consultation' leaflets? Presuming that if you ask people if 

they'd like something free or to pay for it it's a no brainer. 

17 June at 10:24 

 

Hide 14 Replies 

 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Free booking is not necessarily a no brainer if one gives some thought to the issue. 

There is a concern that if one can book the courts and not have to pay for it people will book and not 

turn up - thereby blocking other players. 

17 June at 11:57Edited 

 

Angie Somerside I'd have thought we could work with them to set a set of basic rules so people can't 

hog the courts. No ones answered my questions though. Are these the official consultation leaflets 

and is there an early financial plan in place should we try to do things ourselves. The worst case 

scenario (like the telephone mast) is that an alternative is flouted (as in the church) and it never 

happens. Perhaps,to be honest, as I'd like modern courts and a decent mobile signal Telegraph Hill is 

the just wrong place for me to bring up my family. 

17 June at 11:58 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Totally agree about the phone mast and remain annoyed with the PCC for letting 

the opportunity slip (for a second time). But if you want modern courts surely subscribe to a club - 

there are plenty in Greenwich, Beckenham or Dulwich. The ideal for all...See more 

17 June at 12:06 

 

Angie Somerside Good to hear on the mast. It felt like the alternative was just a clever diversion to 

stop the plan altogether. The the tennis. Part of this initiative I believe is inbuilt with a plan to 
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develop grass roots tennis which was what I thought was so exciting. How many working class tennis 

players do you see? As for going elsewhere to play that would be a shame. My kids would play more 

often if the knew they could get a court. 

17 June at 12:11 

 

Tamsin Bacchus What do you mean by "official". I have been attending Park User meetings for ages 

(usually only a handful of people with a trouble-shooting list for the Glendale rep present) and at the 

last one offered to put together some sort of survey slip as the Big Lunch was coming up and seemed 

an opportunity to reach people who are not necessarily on Facebook. The laminated sheet it refers 

to is the original communication from LBL and a detailed summary that the chair prepared following 

the Parks meeting. There has to be a Park Users Group to engage with LBL and Glendale, just so they 

have an address of a chair to write to, but it is very informal and open to anyone interested to come 

along and contribute their time and/or skills as a volunteer. 

17 June at 12:12 

 

Tamsin Bacchus But you surely can usually get a court if you just turn up and wait for a bit. Bookings 

makes everyone much more territorial about their time. 

17 June at 12:17Edited 

 

Angie Somerside Tamsin Bacchus Many many times we've been up and waited and not got on. Kids 

get upset. We don't live far but it's still a pain to walk up the hill on the off chance. 

17 June at 12:20 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Good point. Have only played very occasionally so acknowledge your relevant 

experience. 

17 June at 13:15 

 

Stephanie Flower They did have booking until Jan 

17 June at 13:36 
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Stephanie Flower I suppose if you turn up with a booking slip and people know it's a bookable court 

they are obliged to move 

17 June at 13:36Edited 

 

Tamsin Bacchus Did you use the booking system before? (I'm not sure I believe the person who told 

Mary it was still in operation until last January.) I think under this new arrangement the way the 

council want it, no-one could have access unless they book (either free as a fob/key holder or for £5 

an hour as a casual player) - and it would be a matter of coming on and either entering the code 

that's been sent to you (and hoping that the system works and no-one has vandalised the lock) and 

going onto an empty court, or, if there are people already playing beyond their booked time, waving 

your phone at them to show that you've booked next. 

17 June at 13:57 

 

Stephanie Flower Jeez and with this way no new courts? So is this inevitable ? 

17 June at 14:26 

 

Tamsin Bacchus No - the new courts would come (when we and the other four parks need them - for 

three of which being now) from the sinking fund set up by the initial grants from LTA and London 

Marathon Trust (still being negotiated) which fund is maintained by the receipts from annual 

payments for keys/fobs and court bookings for those who don't want to pay an annual fee, just play 

very occasionally. 

17 June at 15:04 

 

Tamsin Bacchus And not inevitable. The community could express an overwhelming against the 

whole package. Keep the status quo and worry about fundraising ourselves for resurfacing when it is 

needed. LBL unfortunately seem very adverse to splitting things up - offering, say, the annual 

membership to raise money for the sinking fund wthout the booking system with the attendant risk 

of people block booking prime times or booking and not turning up. 

17 June at 15:09Edited 

 

Simon Haddock No mention the courts will be massively improved, new fences, anti slip surface, 

new nets and the 40 quid will only be spent on the courts in the area etc etc. 

17 June at 11:16Edited 
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Tamsin Bacchus There is a limit to the amount you can fit onto a piece of A6. These refer to and are 

accompanied by laminated sheets of A4, double sided, densly written, giving the context and more 

details. And in the small print even on the A6 slip there is reference to a sinking fund for capital 

expenditure. 

17 June at 11:55Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower Mary Mcinerney how did the court inspection go? 

17 June at 10:56 

 

Angie Somerside Presume someone has costed out an app build for bookings and has a plan for cost 

over next 5 years as part of this as an alternative way of funding some top spec courts that we are 

currently being offered under the paid system. I didn't see that anywhere. 

17 June at 11:38 

 

Stephanie Flower No not seen any plans!! Or numbers. That would be good to see. 

17 June at 11:43 

 

Chris Howard The LTA have invested a lot of money developing an online booking system (Clubspark) 

over the last few years and it's free to use. Everyone attending the Tennis for a Tenner courses at 

Telegraph Hill and Manor House Garden booked their places online and it's suitable for Community 

venues and clubs. There are 2 apps - Clubspark Coaching and Clubspark Booker (court booking). 

17 June at 11:59 

 

Tamsin Bacchus I think it is mentioned somewhere above that the app and software for booking 

already exist - having been developed by the LTA. 

17 June at 11:59 
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Stephanie Flower So it would be good if we had an option of booking our courts with this but keep 

the courts as they are if Glendale keeps the upkeep and keep them free and open 

17 June at 12:12 

 

Stephanie Flower Can I just say a quick thank you to you Tamsin for doing this xxx 

17 June at 12:16 

 

Mary Mcinerney Yes thanks to Tamsin and to Stephanie. Maybe .. Just a thought... A tennis users 

group? I'd be happy to initiate. 

17 June at 17:12 

 

Mary Mcinerney Not heard back re inspection of court.. I'll gently ask again on Monday. Personally I 

think the courts are everyone's and should never be locked to all but a few. I play tennis regularly up 

the hill and in Brockley and I think the courts are great for all as they are for all use. The courts are a 

small issue but a much bigger issue in terms of public spaces remaining public and not privatised.. I'd 

hate to see new locked courts that lock people out/exclude people. I couldn't buy into that. 

17 June at 17:21 

 

Stephanie Flower My thoughts exactly!! If you want proper courts go and pay £9 in Greenwich keep 

these free because the future can only be charging to upkeep the new non slip high maintenance 

courts!! 

17 June at 17:54 

 

Mary Mcinerney Re booking of courts... Glendale say they had to stop court bookings in January of 

this year because of the cuts... Not because they chose not to apply a booking system. Lewisham 

council I know have millions of cuts to make.. I know it's out for consultation... Be good to make sure 

everyone is consulted... 

17 June at 17:25 
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Jeremy Hilder If charging is inevitable, perhaps follow the locally managed example of Lettsom 

Gardens in Camberwell which is a hidden away sanctuary behind the top end of Camberwell Grove 

accessible by key holding members (I think the key charge is a refundable deposit) 

 

Family/Individual: £8 per year 

Senior/Student/Unwaged: £1 per year 

Keys: £12 each 

 

<http://lettsomgardens.org.uk/membership.html> 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/qQpV9EytFfv > go to satellite view to see extent of gardens. 

Lettsom Gardens Association - Membership 

Access to Lettsom Gardens is restricted to members and their guests. Membership is open to all and 

it is cheap and easy to become a keyholder and member of the Lettsom Gardens Association. The 

costs are as follows: 

lettsomgardens.org.uk 

7 June at 18:03Edited 

 

Stephanie Flower This is sort of what they want to do but with the carrot of resurfacing in expensive 

non slip high maintenance expensive courts which will undoubtedly lead to charging to pay for 

upkeep and 30k every 7 years to resurface ! It is exclusivity and our courts should be open to all. 

They are hardly hidden and what a shame to make a gated community court. 

 

Stephanie Flower Charging  
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